Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) have been the focus of substantial research interest due to their potential for long-term, renewable electrical power generation via the metabolism of a broad spectrum of organic substrates, although the low power densities have limited their applications to date. Here, we demonstrate the potential to improve the power extraction by exploiting biogenic inorganic nanoparticles to facilitate extracellular electron transfer in MFCs. Simultaneous shortcircuit current recording and optical imaging on a nanotechnology-enabled platform showed substantial current increase from Shewanella PV-4 after the formation of cell/iron sulfide nanoparticle aggregates. Detailed characterization of the structure and composition of the cell/nanoparticle interface reveals crystalline iron sulfide nanoparticles in intimate contact with and uniformly coating the cell membrane. In addition, studies designed to address the fundamental mechanisms of charge transport in this hybrid system showed that charge transport only occurred in 2 presence of live Shewanella, and moreover demonstrated that the enhanced current output can be attributed to improved electron transfer at cell/electrode interface and through the cellular-networks.
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Abstract:
Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) have been the focus of substantial research interest due to their potential for long-term, renewable electrical power generation via the metabolism of a broad spectrum of organic substrates, although the low power densities have limited their applications to date. Here, we demonstrate the potential to improve the power extraction by exploiting biogenic inorganic nanoparticles to facilitate extracellular electron transfer in MFCs. Simultaneous shortcircuit current recording and optical imaging on a nanotechnology-enabled platform showed substantial current increase from Shewanella PV-4 after the formation of cell/iron sulfide nanoparticle aggregates. Detailed characterization of the structure and composition of the cell/nanoparticle interface reveals crystalline iron sulfide nanoparticles in intimate contact with and uniformly coating the cell membrane. In addition, studies designed to address the fundamental mechanisms of charge transport in this hybrid system showed that charge transport only occurred in 2 presence of live Shewanella, and moreover demonstrated that the enhanced current output can be attributed to improved electron transfer at cell/electrode interface and through the cellular-networks.
Our approach of interconnecting and electrically contacting bacterial cells through biogenic nanoparticles represents a unique and promising direction in MFC research, and has the potential to not only advance our fundamental knowledge about electron transfer processes in these biological systems, but also overcome a key limitations in MFCs by constructing an electrically connected, three-dimensional cell network from the bottom-up.
Keywords: bacteria / facilitated electron transport / electrochemically active / iron sulfide / Shewanella 3 MFCs are capable of harvesting electrical power directly from waste and renewable biomass, and thus represent a promising technology for sustainable energy production. connection between biotic and abiotic materials. 31 The "doping" of Shewanella biofilms with iron 4 oxide/sulfide nanoparticles 32, 33 or reduced graphene oxide nanosheets 34, 35 has also been reported to enhance the current output as a result of increased electrical conductivity of the bacterial network.
The current work presents a detailed structural and electrochemical study of nanoparticle facilitated bacterial electron transfer in a model system Shewanella PV-4, using a nanotechnology enabled platform to probe charge transport at different length scales.
Biomineralized iron sulfide was employed for the current studies because of the importance of sulfur-mediated electron shuttling during bacterial iron reduction 36 and the intriguing electronconducting properties of as-formed mackinawite nanoparticles. 33 The experiments were carried out on the same nanoelectrode platform that we developed for single-microbe level electrochemical studies. 11, 37 In short, transparent Ti/Au electrode arrays with silicon nitride passivation layer were fabricated by photolithography, where 6 m x10 m windows were opened at the tip of each finger electrode by reactive ion etching. The electrochemical measurements were performed in a twoelectrode configuration given the small current levels, 38, 39 with Ag/AgCl as both cathode and reference electrode. For in-situ generation of iron sulfide nanoparticles, 5 mM FeCl 3 and Na 2 S 2 O 3
were first added to the minimal media in the measurement chamber as iron and sulfur precursors respectively. 33 Following the injection of a Shewanella culture, 40 Two additional control experiments were carried out at longer times to validate our hypothesis about the extracellular electron transfer in this hybrid system. First, a decrease of recorded current was noticed at ~20 h as a result of nutrient (lactate) depletion over time. Injection of fresh, N 2 purged lactate yielded an immediate recovery of current, thus confirming that the measured current output is directly associated with bacterial metabolism (Figure 2a ). In addition, introduction of a biocide (0.1% glutaraldehyde) in a similar independent experiment ( Figure S1 ) led to a drop of the current to ~0 within 50 minutes, thus showing that live bacteria are required for current production. Second, after a stable current level was achieved at ~2500 min, the original supernatant was carefully removed from the measurement chamber and replaced with fresh, N 2 purged medium. This flush experiment induced almost no change in current amplitude (Figure 2b ), demonstrating that the contribution from solution redox species is negligible. We attribute the suppression of solution mediated process and enhancement of direct electron transfer to the in-situ 6 generation of iron sulfide nanoparticles, which not only improves the overall conductivity of the bacterial network by electrically interconnecting adjacent cells, but also modifies the cellular interfaces to make the bacteria-to-anode charge transport more efficient. In addition, we carried out transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging studies on fixed cell samples to investigate the detailed structure and composition of the cell/nanoparticle interface. The samples were prepared after 2550 min of cell operation by critical point drying. 42 Low-resolution TEM images revealed a rough membrane surface with high-density plate-like structures (Figure 3a, b) , which are consistent with high-resolution SEM observations of the cell morphology in Figure 2d . Significantly, higher-resolution TEM images show crystalline nanoparticles of 5-10 nm size in intimate contact with the cell membrane (Figure 3c ). The measured lattice spacing, ~3.1 Å, corresponds well to the (101) planes for mackinawite phase of iron sulfide. 33, 43 The interaction between bacteria and nanoparticles could be through direct electron contact with outer-membrane cytochromes or indirect with reduced organic mediators like FAD. 44 Either mechanism is critical to achieving efficient electrical coupling between redox-active membrane proteins and nanoparticles on the surface of Shewanella. In addition, composition analysis was carried out with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), yielding a Fe to S atomic ratio of 1.1 (Figure 3d ). Two-dimensional EDX mapping was performed to further characterize the distribution of different elements. While carbon/oxygen was uniformly distributed over the entire cell body and phosphor (from phospholipids and intracellular genetic materials) was mainly detected inside of cell wall, iron and sulfur elements were exclusively located around the 8 outer cell membrane (Figure 3e ), serving as a porous semiconducting "shell" to facilitate the charge transport at bacteria/electrode or bacteria/bacteria interfaces. Last, we examined electron transfer in our system following disruption of the majority of cell-cell interconnections by high shear-stress flow. 45 Optical images show that most of the cell/nanoparticle aggregates formed on the chip during cell operation, except those tightly bound to 9 the exposed electrodes, were removed during the flow (Figure 4a) . Significantly, simultaneous measurements of electrode current show a three-order of magnitude decrease from ca. 8 nA to 10 pA ( Figure 4b ). This result is consistent with nanoparticle mediated electron transfer from the cell and validates the important contribution of remote bacterial cells through nanoparticle-mediated long-range charge transport. 33 After the flow was stopped, optical imaging showed that small clusters of cells could aggregate on electrodes (Figure 4c, right) , and simultaneous current measurements demonstrated concomitant current increases from ~10 pA to ~30 pA correlated with this cell/electrode interaction. The current increases were accompanied by a large number of spikes that we suggest are due to nonoptimal interaction between the cell aggregate and electrode surface when the electrical contact was being established. Overall, these results provide unambiguous evidence for the direct electron transfer mechanism in this hybrid system, and further demonstrate the importance of iron sulfide nanoparticles in achieving electrically favorable cell/electrode and cell/cell electron transport. 
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Supplementary Figure S1 Figure S1 Short-circuit current recording when 0.1% glutaraldehyde was applied to the measurement chamber as a biocide. The current generation was completely quenched within 50 min after biocide addition, which further verified that the measured current was directly associated with the bacterial metabolism.
